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Verdict Upheld for Automobile Accident Victim
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. - Appellate attorney Jane Kreusler-Walsh was recently successful
in upholding a six figure judgment against a company and its driver after a debilitating
automobile accident that left a man with severe injuries. Kreusler-Walsh, owner of KreuslerWalsh, Compiani & Vargas, successfully defended the appeal claiming trial court error.
A trial court had awarded nearly $500,000 to Lance Yandell after an automobile accident left
him with permanent physical injuries. The automobile accident occurred in 2007 when a vehicle
owned by Aarmada Protection Systems 2000, Inc. and driven by Jeffrey Steven Duble, Jr. rearended Yandell's vehicle. Aarmada and Duble appealed the judgment to the Fourth District Court
of Appeals on three grounds. After consideration of all three claims, the three-judge panel
affirmed the trial court's decision and upheld the jury verdict.
"I am glad that I was able to bring justice to this family by preserving the final judgment
awarded in 2008," says Kreusler-Walsh. "It was my duty to show the court that no errors were
committed at trial so that this family can move on with their lives."
This victory for Yandell is another success for Kreusler-Walsh, a board-certified and MartindaleHubbell AV-rated appellate attorney. She has over 500 reported decisions and was recently on
the cover of Florida Super Lawyers, along with earning the magazine's distinction of "The Top
50 Women" and "The Top 100" attorneys. Additionally, Kreusler-Walsh was named to the 2012
U.S. News & World Report's South Florida Best Lawyers list for exceptional work in appellate
law.
Kreusler-Walsh's firm, Kreusler-Walsh, Compiani & Vargas, is a preeminent boutique appellate
law firm in Florida, specializing in appeals and litigation support at all levels of Florida state and
federal courts. The firm's extensive experience has led to numerous significant results in Florida
law. Kreusler-Walsh, Compiani & Vargas' areas of practice include: complex commercial,

medical malpractice, personal injury, products liability, class action, securities, family law,
probate and trust, insurance and real estate. For more information, visit www.kwcvpa.com.
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